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Third Temple
What is sacred?
For years I've been trying to escape the Holy Land, but the
Holy Land kept chasing me. Until it eventually happened. The
Prime Minister was delusional and the members of the
parliament were too and the citizens were fed up with lies and
the natives were too tired to fight and the nations were too
busy with global warming. So the Jewish Kingdom of Israel
decided to build the third temple and, for reasons I don't really
get, it was decided, according to law 106.7/ג, that the building
will be built on the 9th of the Jewish month of Av at a place
that never before had any strong Jewish identity to it  my little
town, Beacon, NY. The work started and every day I saw it
growing and growing, like cancer, like God wanted it to be.
Everyday I had to encounter the worst kind of Israeli
politicians in my small glutenfree cafe and tried to avoid
painful conversations with them.

“Why not in Jerusalem??” I asked once and decided to
never again make such a mistake. The first temple was
destroyed by the Babylonians in 586 BCE, the second one by
the Romans in 70 CE and now Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu decided it’s a good idea to start sacrificing animals
to the Lord again, on the promised land of upstate New York.
Priests were walking up and down Main St. in their white
dresses as plumbers installed the complex sewage system that
was planned to ensure that the blood of the offerings to God
will be flushed safely into The Hudson River (my basement
got flooded during that process.) It was there to stay, on top of
Mt. Beacon, and three times a year pilgrims flushed the entire
region while I’m biting my tongue.
As the third temple was finally destroyed, this time by the
Mexicans, once again the Jews fled into the wilderness of the
diaspora. I had to leave my home too, for new lands, for
opportunities. I met Netanyahu on his way to Alaska. We
chatted a little bit. He’s a good guy actually.

Three Legged Eiffel Tower
Hitler did that.

After Hitler conquered France he tried to blow up the
Eiffel Tower, but all the might of the Third Reich couldn't
make the tower go away, and until this day the tower stands on
three legs. And the fourth leg, you may ask. Well, it's just an
illusion. Really, go there and see for yourself, you can walk
right through it.
Hitler didn't fulfill his vicious plan. 
Europe's most famous
three legged monument is there to stay for tourists to take
selfies in front of it, maybe forever, maybe until another
frustrated art student will decide to annex a neighboring
country.
I've read somewhere  if Hitler wasn't so afraid of his
demons and tried another art school, my homeland wouldn't be
in such post trauma, annexing lands, trying to take basic rights
from other people. I've been there, I know because I was a
frustrated art student once. The schoolmaster was an asshole;
one night before leaving the building I sprayed an offensive
graffiti in the main hall and then took bus #14 home. The same

route Hitler took in 1914, but I was lucky. First of all, I'm a
terrible public speaker. Second, I'm a born pacifist and third, I
had a good therapist. If Hitler had met Freud in 1918, instead
of making him flee Austria in 1938, he would have been a
different person. So would we.
Next to Damascus gate in the old city of Jerusalem there is
the Austrian Hospice: you can have the best apple strudel and
hot chocolate there (when there are no riots outside). We went
there once on a snowy day, after having a snowball fight with
some Palestinian kids in one of the alleys. They say it’s the
most European experience you can get in Jerusalem.

For Election Day
I forgot my homeland.
(too general, be specific)
"Welcome home", said the immigration officer as I landed
in America for the third time, this time with a green card.
Countries disappear, the land is smarter than us. Lands have no
owners, they forget the feet of the ones who'd stepped on them
and obey the guns of those who currently walk on them. Lands
have no polls, they are whores, observing the sperm and giving
birth to the most brutal forms of nationalism.
‘This Land is My Land’ used to be my daughter's favorite
song. It took me two years to get used to it, and now she found
Frozen, a sort of OK Disney movie with a catchy theme song 
‘Let It Go’. That’s what I mumbled to myself as she insisted
she wants to have a flag on our house, with stars and stripes,
like our neighbors. What is my flag? Seventh Generation is our
favorite supplier of disposable diapers. On the package it says
something about how we should always think about the next
seven generations. I once heard an interesting fact  if all of the
Chinese people jump at once, planet Earth will let go of its

route and we would all die. I often think about the messenger
in old times, running through the hilly lands of the Roman
Empire, carrying a note about war casualties, barefoot or with
some improvised leather sandals. I carry notes through the hills
as well, like him.

For John Coltrane
A Love Supreme in an Alley
Discomfort, the prayer
He said that’s his psalm.
He used the sax
To describe his relationship
To God.
What do I use?
It’s so abstract
Trying to catch Jazz,
Like a train of thoughts
An airplane
A vast majority of unidentified emotions.
He cried out there
Listen, oh Israel, Shma
There’s a black sax player
Who's crying right now
A knife
In the heart
And then boom

Piano
Damn
I remember walking up
The alley
In Jerusalem
Coltrane in my ears
I cried, or something happened
I could have listened to this
album again and again
Repeat the scene
In which I die
Walking up to the market
Of Jerusalem
And experience God
Through John Coltrane’s
Weeping Sax.
His melody
On my bare soul.
He patted it gently
On the first track
And then vanished to eternity

And took me with him
On this narrow alley in Jerusalem
With my little iPod
I swear I died during those moments
Never heard anything like that
Not in the books
Not in the movies
In the end of A Love Supreme
He inhaled God
And then exhaled it
Through his Saxophone
And through my ears
And to my soul
I could have died there
They’d write in the form:
Cause of death: John Coltrane.

On Schizophrenia
The words that come through my mind
Words that keep me crazy
Words that keep me sane
I wonder
Even though Paul Simon
Publicly admitted
He’s been crazy (all these years)
He’s never been institutionalized.
It’s not fair, well,
Mental illness is an issue, you know.
There are fifty ways to
Leave your sanity
Behind
Just walk out the door
Out of Saneland, Saneland
We build bridges over creeks
And rivers
But these bridges, they often collapse

Not only because of
(that would be too easy of a line)
Such a foolish idea, to take lines from songs of Paul
Simon and use them to describe mental illness. As if there is a
way that the not mentally ill can really, deeply and completely
accept and understand those who are ill, those whose birds are
being beaten in their mouths, feathers, blood and bones instead
of words1
, like this guy Julio I met in the school yard once
wait! Didn’t you just say you’ll stop with this Mccartney
thing? Simon? Well I don’t care Lennon or Simon, Schuster,
whatever. Just take a pill. Well, to write is to be crazy, to admit
that this life as it is is not enough, that you want more, you
want more or even worse, that you think it’s good or great and
you want to document it. These are the worst, if I was God I’d
set on fire all the memoir sections in book stores all around the
country and hang the writers on a high tree. What? Gods don’t
just hang people anymore? Well I’ll just make a flood or
something, a famine, what the fuck, I no God, c’mon, give me
a hug, yeah, self acceptance, like a mother and child reunion,
it’s only a motion away, way.
1

Autobiography of a Schizophrenic Girl (Sechehaye 1951)

PERSPECTIVE
5
I was gathered with my kindergarten class and hundreds or
thousands of other kids in some stadium. Each child got a
cheap plastic cloth with a Jewish star between two blue stripes
on a white background, attached to a plastic straw. Our national
flag. I liked the smell of it, but I wasn't sure what it symbolized.
The texture of the flag made it possible to see through it, a little
bit. I was putting it over my face and inhaling it deeply, so I
could see whatever happened on the stage through it. It smelled
like a dollar store. Kipi was on the stage, my favorite character
from the Israeli Sesame Street show. But since we had flags, it
must have been Independence or Memorial day, days in which
tanks and army jeeps usually gathered in some plaza for kids to
breathe in the mixture of metal, sand, oil, rust and adventure.
Kipi was my hero, but he wasn't a soldier, he didn't belong to a
national event in a small town in the north. He was a walking
porcupine, as beloved as Elmo. I'm probably confusing two
separate memories, so I might never know what happened in
the show I saw with blur blue and white plastic effects.

10
The morning after they signed the Oslo accord, I walked to
school confused. I didn't realize the value of peace. I remember
being upset that my country would become smaller. Parts of the
country that I'd never been to would now come under the
control of the Palestinian Liberation Organization’s new
government. I looked at the big map that was on the wall of our
classroom and wondered why Arabs would take over these
parts of the country. I didn't know the names of these places,
just that Arabs would soon take them. I felt betrayed. I felt
ownership over these lands. Being in 5th grade, often bullied, I
knew how to govern better than Arabs, better than Jews too.
Only years later did I learn to define "Arabs" and
"Palestinians", "Right" and "Left". I wasn't the only one who
was upset at the peace process that started at the White House
on the afternoon of Sept. 13th, 1993. On the evening of Nov.
4th, 1995, someone shot Prime Minister Rabin, who initiated
the process, three times in his back.
13
I answered the phone while I was eating dinner. It was

Arik. He was a close friend of mine during elementary school,
but then, in the beginning of eighth grade, we weren't close
friends anymore. Now he's an accountant with three kids, a
neighbor of my mom. On Sept. 26th, 1996, he called and asked
if I heard what happened in the surfaces that day (Israelis often
refers to the West Bank as 
HaShtakhim, literally 
"the surfaces",
disregarding the fact that there are also people there, not just
lands.) I didn't know what happened but I said I did in order to
sound knowledgeable, and he said that Lior's father had been
killed. In elementary school, we were a triangle, Lior, Arik and
I. During the three days of riots that started because of the new
Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu's one sided decision to open
the wailing wall tunnel, Lior's dad was on duty in TulKarem,
about 15 minutes from where we lived, in KfarSaba. A sniper
shot him and another soldier who came to his rescue. I was
there in the parking lot after the funeral behind Lior when he
was screaming "why?" In the evening, the TV narrator reported
coldly: "And what's left, just a boy's question, why", and a long
shot of Lior entering his house and wailing that one question.
Nowadays, there's a wall between KfarSaba and TulKarem
and Highway 6, Israel's first toll road, theoretically connects

them.
19
I didn't want to supervise Palestinians so the officers told
me to do some office work instead of manning checkpoints.
The office was a trailer with an old couch, a broken chair and a
table. The soldiers who did checkpoints told me over the
distorted radio ID numbers of men they had arrested and I was
supposed to call someone who would decide what to do with
them. I might have misheard some numbers.
The first time I was supposed to shoot a gun I started
crying intensely. I couldn't control it. It was the most intensive
cry I ever cried and I don't think I ever saw someone crying like
I did that day. I couldn't stop for a very long time. I still
remember the beating sound of guns shooting while I was
outside, someone offering me water. It was the most
meaningful event of my army service; I
wasn't meant to be a soldier. For about
a week they didn't know what to do
with me. I remember talks about
transferring me into another unit. Then

I just started shooting, shooting and not crying anymore. For
long periods of time during my service I told my officers I
couldn’t shoot a gun and they had nothing to tell me besides
sending me to do kitchen or office work. I was a coward, but a
brave one.
25
I was doing some Bible class at a public school in
Jerusalem. It was part of the studies for my certificate in
education. Once a week I was supposed to teach third graders
for about an hour and observe their teacher too. My instructor
recommended I try and make the class fun. It wasn't that hard.
Their teacher was very rigid, similar to the way my third grade
teacher had been. Compared to her, almost anyone could have
taken the role of the cool guy. We made a pretend exodus
march from Egypt, the classroom, across the Sinai desert, the
hallway, and into the promised land, the same classroom.
A few weeks after Independence day, Israel celebrates the
reunion of East and West Jerusalem, even though forty
something years after 1967, both parts of the city are still
separated, like Harlem is separated from Wall Street. It's called

Jerusalem day, and around the Jewish parts of the city parades
are being marched. I was observing the kids during the
preparation for their ceremony in school. They made them
march like soldiers in the basketball court, the sun was strong.
Some held flags, all wore white and blue. I remember thinking
to myself  "this is fucked up. Ten year olds shouldn't march
anywhere".
30
There was never a time in my life in which I read more
about the Israeli Palestine conflict as the first few years after I
left Israel. Every day I checked the news and learned more
about what was happening in and under the surfaces of the
West Bank, what happened in 1948, how the Israeli occupation
of Palestinians started in 1967 and how it's still vibrant. "Israeli
porn" my wife called it.
I learned not to divide it into the usual two sides. Now I
divide it into the violent side, their side, and the nonviolent
side, my side.

Five Days in the Holy Land

Five days in the holy land. It's been more than three years
since my last visit. I am here now, in America, a Jewish man
who chooses everyday not to live in Israel. “I’m pregnant,”
said the email that brought me here. And what’s here and there
these days, what’s a promised land, what’s a cursed one? Give
me your hand, said one leader to the other and so they danced
naked in the forest while their people are still killing one
another.
Rabbi Nachman, the 18th century Hasidic Rabbi left the
Ukraine for his journey to the holy land. But he did not make it
to Jerusalem. Jerusalem itself is an unfinished journey, trying
to make it to all the dreams and illusions people have about it.
One night I was walking out of the old city of Jerusalem. I cut
my finger somehow, rubbed the blood on the walls of the old
city pretending I’m the messiah, knowing how crazy it is. “If
I’ll ever forget you, Jerusalem, my right arm would get
paralyzed.” says the psalm that Jews have been chanting
during the wedding ceremony, as they break the glass to

remember the destruction of the city. Our friend Stephan
thought it is a political statement and didn’t want to include it
in his wedding. The convert lesbian Rabbi refused to conduct
the wedding without it.
The Wall by Pink Floyd, that album flushed through my
bare teenager soul. And here I am, some twenty years later,
comfortably numb. I was once in a party in which they played
Mami, one of Israel’s harshest protest songs: the story of a
young Jewish girl that is raped by seven Palestinian workers.
“We’ll fuck you ’cos we were fucked”. People danced, the
land is being raped for centuries, the Greek, the Romans, the
Ottomans, the British and the Jews all sodomize the land in
one neverending occupation. They build walls and highways
all over the ancient hills, but very few bridges.
I talked to a prophet in a cafe in Tel Aviv. He quoted this
and that, explaining why it’s all bound to collapse, how
capitalism, corruption and Netanyahu ruined Israel. One year
there’s an election, the next year there's a war, he said. But he
didn’t look in my eyes while he was saying that. It’s over. The
dream is gone. The skyscrapers, the alleys, the guns, the souls

of the unprotected folks who had to die through all of this. The
cause and the price we had to pay. Wars are always stupid.
A silly pop song, an American one. I remember the first
Mcdonald's in RamatGan. I was ten, there was a one hour line
in order to have a taste of the American dream. And now how
I crave these holeinthewall restaurants in the old city. The
fig tree is poisoned, its fruits are filled with the juice of hate
and intolerance. So are the dates, and even the hummus. And
what makes a place? Its smell, its food, its music. Its ideas, its
violence, its history. Cultures rise, cultures fall, it’s all just
stories we tell ourselves.
There’s no privacy in Israel. In government offices and
banks clerks scream questions about your private matters to
the supervisor across the hall, always giving you a sense that
they’re doing you a favor. Everyone smokes there. The single
justifiable war America had fought in the last fifty years
completely failed to make its way overseas. It feels like
everything can get blown away any second, and there’s always
enough smoke in the air to make it evident there is fire. The
tone of voice there. The fact that I don’t miss it so much. It’s

been three years since the last visit, and facebook gives me a
taste of home without the aftertaste.
The Hebrew in Israel is often broken. "Nahag, shtayim
Akhora", Driver, two back, said the woman who passed
money to the shuttle van driver, a sentence that makes no
grammatical sense, while passing to the driver twelve Shekels,
six Shekels for each passenger who sat in the back. Languages
have lives of their own, and so the Biblical Hebrew had to fit
somehow into the shuttle van, the street and the checkpoint.
Hebrew and Arabic make love for over a century, a passionate,
forbidden affair. Bad words here and legal terms there, like
semen and eggs.
Some things you just can’t translate; the puns, the context,
the sense and the nonsense of a culture, they're often
untranslatable. But I’m writing this in English, I can’t express
it that way in Hebrew, not anymore. “It’s scary,” told me an
Israeli writer, a wife of, who suddenly found herself in New
York. “And what if I won’t have any language?”
The air got thicker, another war started, it’s only a matter
of time. The temple is broken, the heart still functions.

I gathered my childhood memories in a small, portable
container. Kissed my mom goodbye and went over to the Duty
Free store to get a popular book, The History of Tomorrow. I
never thought I’d leave. Was never too excited to travel,
always happy to come back. Maybe it was the war, or the
pregnancy, or New York. Anyway, I’m here now.
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